Phantom bite revisited.
The term 'phantom bite' is used to describe an uncommon condition in which patients are preoccupied with their dental occlusion, believing that it is abnormal. The condition is remarkable for the nature of the involved explanations and interpretations that the patients give and for their persistence in trying to find a solution to what appears to be a relatively minor problem. Three clinical cases that illustrate the nature of this condition are presented and problems associated with the management of affected patients are discussed. Phantom bite can be a disabling disorder which is difficult to treat. Available evidence suggests that the symptoms cannot be improved by occlusal treatments. It is therefore essential to avoid extensive irreversible restorative treatment. General dental practitioners should refer patients for specialist opinion and management. Psychiatric assessment with recommendations for management should be obtained if possible. The prognosis is poor for symptom elimination but need not necessarily be poor for patients' overall functioning and well-being. It is suggested that emphasis should be placed on building adaptive coping skills. Further research is needed to elucidate the nature of the condition to improve treatment.